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Overview
Our recording studio is incredibly flexible and has amazing opportunities for recording sessions,
dubbing and live-streaming. The entire Digital Media Lab was designed to be connected to the
recording studio, so that musicians, artists, interviewees, or any talent can be located in any
room and be recorded at the same time.
This interconnectivity is possible due to the panels located on the side of the walls. Each of
these panels have four or five types of cable connections: XLR (Line Level and Mic Level), TRS
(Quarter inch), CAT 6, BNC, and (in the Recording Studio) speakon connections.
All the word clocking is located in the Machine Room (4074) at the end of the hall of the DML
(past the Edit Suites and next to the Quiet Room). The Rosendahl Nanosyncs HD is the
“clocking nervous system” of all the studios and camera frame rates and time codes. This
clocking is the leader of the Avid SYNC HD in the Recording Studio and the time code leader for
any camera and video syncing needs.

Room Interconnectivity
Every room has a connection panel with XLR Connections that go to the Recording Studio’s
Patchbay. These can then be patched into the Recording Studio’s preamp. There are also some
Neutrik XLR/TRS combined connections that are set up in a way that allows them to be used in
line level and mic level signals. They can be connected with audio flowing in both directions:
From the Recording Studio to the Panels, or from the Panels to the Recording Studio.
All panel inputs and outputs have initials and number identifiers of them to allow for quick
identification of where they are located and where they are in the patchbay.
Naming conventions are as follows:
SR = Sound Recording Studio
VFX = VFX Studio Suite
PS = Photography Studio
AB = Audio Booth
CR = Control Room
LR = Live Room
I.e: SR CR = Sound Recording Control Room, VFX LR = VFX Studio Live Room.
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Below are images with clarifications of each of these panels:

Recording Studio Panel

SR-CR Mic 1 to 16 go into the first patch points of the recording studio. The Line Level inputs
are for signals that have already been amplified by a preamp or signals that are coming from an
instrument, such as a guitar, or a keyboard.
The 4 CAT 6 connections are for the Hearback Audio headphone amplifiers and are used for
cues (for the talent to hear themselves). More information on how to patch audio into them are
in the following section.
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The 3 Speaker connections are to plug amplifier heads in the control room while the cabinet is
in the Live Room. They may also be used for other purposes, such as bringing signals into a PA
system.
MR (Machine Room) WC (word clocks) and sync are for syncing cameras and recorders (such
as the Sound Devices 688) into the timecode generated by the Rosendahl Nanosyncs HD
(more on the “Clocking System and Audio Interface” section of this document).

VFX Studio (Live Room, Control Room & Audio Booth) Panels

This panel is located on the Left Side of the VFX Live Room and its SR-CR 21-44 and SR-CR
Line 9-12 connections take you to more patching points of the patchbay allowing you to plug
microphones from the VFX Live Room into any of the preamps of the Recording Studio.
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Much like the aforementioned panel in the Recording Studio Live Room, this panel also includes
Line Level connections, as well as BNC connections for camera and timecode, and CAT system
connections for cue.
Note that talents may be in separate rooms and monitoring themselves the same way. All it
takes is just patching the signal from the Hearback System brain to the proper inputs in the CAT
6 patchbay on the left side of the rackmount of the Control Room. More details on this in the
next section of the document.

This panel is the most interconnected out of all the VFX Studio panels. It allows the user to
connect microphones and line level signals into several locations: To the VFX Control Room
(VFX-CR P2 MIC/Line 1-8) and Audio Booth (VFX-AB MIC/Line 1-8).
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The panel above is located underneath the desk at the VFX Control Room. These include 4
microphone level inputs, and 8 XLR mic outputs that allow for routing into a mixer that a
potential client may bring. Just like the other rooms, this one also has BNC and Cat 6
connections. This panel, however, also includes AES connection to patch high quality stereo
signals in digital format. These are very common in location recorder devices to record a stereo
mix over long distance cables.
Note: Although AES/EBU cables look like XLRs, they are NOT the same. Use an AES/EBU
cable for this purpose.
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In the Audio Booth you will find the panel above. This panel is similar to the one mentioned
before. This room and panel is commonly used for ADR, Voice Over Recordings, but in the DML
it has been mostly used for recording amplifiers outside of the Recording Studio Live Room. In a
circumstance in which an artist would like to record drums at the same time as guitars, or vocals
at the same time as guitars, this has been very useful.
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Photography Studio Panels

Towards the end of our 68 Microphone Patchpoint is the Photography Studio Panel. This panel
has the same connections as illustrated on the previous pages. Although this may see the least
use given the Photography Studio less than ideal acoustic treatment, it may be useful for a
multi-room event.
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Patchbay and Studio Connections
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All of Row A on the Patchbay are patchpoints connected to the Panels in the Recording Studio
Live Room, Control Room, Audio Booth, and VFX Live Room.
Half of Row C is made up of PS MIC and VFX CR MIC are the remainder panel patchpoints
from the Photography Studio and VFX Control Room respectively. The reason for them being on
a separate row is because they didn’t fit on Row A, and, in order to follow the recording studio
convention of keeping outputs on the top and inputs in the bottom, these patchpoints were
placed in Row C.
There are additional microphone inputs and panels inside of the Recording Studio itself. These
are called SR-CR Tie Lines. Additionally, all of the line level signals available in the other studios
are the patchpoints called “Tie Lines” in our patchbay.
The Rows “MR” are in the patchbay located in the “Machine Room”. They are BNC and CAT6
connections. They are used for patching camera outputs, camera sync as well as Wordclock for
different interfaces, mainly the AVID SYNC HD in the Recording Studio.
The SR CR CAT6 patchbay is to patch the Hearback system headphone cue into different
locations. These patchpoints connect into different outputs to the CAT6 connections of the
different panels shown above.
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Clocking System (SYNC) and AD/DA Conversion

In the Machine Room we have a Rosendahl Nanosyncs HD Clock. This clock not only
generates sampling rate clocking but also framerate and timecode.
The Nanosyncs is the Leader (formerly called “master”) of the clocking. All devices searching for
a sampling rate, timecode, or framerate “obey” whatever this device is generating.

In our Recording Studio setup, the next in line in this sampling rate configuration is the AVID
SYNC HD. This device should always be selected as the Playback Engine (or HDX) on Pro
Tools. That is also the case on any other DAW.
The reason for using the SYNC HD is to be able to perform Varispeed on Pro Tools as well as
its efficiency when working with audio for post-production.
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The AD/DA (Analog to Digital and Digital to Analog) conversion is made by the Antelope Orion
32 HD+ Gen 3. This AD/DA - Interface has 32 channels with the possibility of another 32 virtual
ones. In this setup, the role of the Orion is to convert 32 inputs and outputs of signal from
analog to digital and from digital to analog. It has 2 Digidesign DigiLink Cable connections at the
back to be able to connect to our AVID HD system.
The computer that controls this Interface is a Mac Mini. Because of its input limitations, we use a
Sonnet Chassis that allows for the addition of 2 Pro Tools HD cards. These DigiLink cables go
from this Sonnet Chassis straight into the back of the Antelope Orion 32 HD.

The Antelope Launcher should always be left on. Make sure it identifies the Orion 32 HD device.
If that is not the case, restart the computer.
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The Control Panel of the Antelope Launcher should be set up as the following:
Clock Source: W.C.
Loop Sync In: WC in
Loop Sync Out: WC out 1

How is the sampling rate changed in this setup?
Although the Sample Rate clocking is done by the Rosendahl Nanosyncs in the Machine Room,
the AVID SYNC HD controls the multiplication. That is to say, if the sampling rate is set to 44.1
at the Rosendahl, it is AVID SYNC HD that does the doubling from 44.1 to 88.2 if the user
changes to this sampling rate. Conversely, when the user changes to 48, then the sampling rate
generation changes at the Rosendahl before being multiplied by the AVID SYNC HD.
Steps to change sampling rate:
1. On the front panel of AVID SYNC HD Press on the “SET” button.
2. Press on “Up” or “Down” until you reach the option SPL FREQ (Sample Frequency).
3. Press “SET” again, then press “up” or “down” to get to your desired Sampling Rate.
4. Press “SET” again.
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5. Make sure the Orion is following this change in Sampling Rate by showing the same
number on its LED screen. If it doesn’t show the same number, or a weird sample rate
such as “44.08”, make sure SYNC HD is at “Video Reference” and not on “Loop”. If all
else fails, just turn off SYNC HD or restart the computer.
How is the frame rate changed in this setup?
The frame rate is also changed by the AVID SYNC. It must always be set up to be “Video
Reference” at all times. Our standard frame rate is 29.97 (normal, no drop frame).

Studio Outboard Equipment

Preamps
The Recording Studio has 28 Preamps of excellent quality and different styles.
●
●
●
●
●
●

8 Channels of SSL VHD Preamps (In the SSL XL Desk)
8 Channels of Millennia HV-3D Pramps
8 Channels of Phoenix Audio DRS-8 Mk2
2 AMS Neve 1073 DPX
1 API Channel Strip (Preamp, Compressor, EQ)
1 Avalon 737 Channel Trip (Preamp, Compressor, EQ)

All of these preamps are accessible through the patchbay. The SSL VHD Preamps are also
accessible separately by patching out of the Direct Outputs instead of using the Normalled
output that goes straight into the first 8 channels of the Orion (more information on the SSL XL
Desk on later section).
Preamp Characteristics:
SSL VHD Preamps
Punchy, can get coloured the more you push the gain and the red knob allows you to
control the type of harmonic profile you want. On one side it’s richer on the 2nd order
harmonics, on the right side it becomes richer on the 3rd order harmonics.
Millennia HV-3D Pramps
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Very wide dynamic range. These preamps include 3 gain stages, the first of which is for
very loud sources (A) that don’t require much gain, one that is somewhere in the middle
(B) the very last stage (A+B) for very quiet sources (such as a quiet section of a string
quartet).
These preamps are also known for being exceptionally clean and lacking colouration.
They are therefore ideal for classical music, jazz, and drum overheads or anything that
requires a clean signal.
Phoenix DRS-8 MK2
On the other side of the spectrum, the Phoenix can go from clean to very coloured
preamp. Its transformerless input stage and high impedance make it a great modern
preamp to be used with modern microphones while it also has the same output
transformers as some Neve consoles. The sonic profile of these transformers become
more evident when the gain is pushed.
AMS Neve 1073 DPX
A classic and favourite of almost every audio engineer in the world, this highly coloured
preamp is one of the most used preamps in the studio. The 1073 is on basically any
source, but exceptional on guitars, snares, and vocals. It also has 3 input gain stages,
one for line level signal (such as a DI), then two others that increase in THD the higher
the user turns the knob. The gain knob at the very end is actually an output gain towards
the end, that knob actually controls the loudness of the signal that is being recorded.
This preamp also has a separate line level input (for DIed instruments) accessible from
the patchbay. It is located on Row J, away from the mic level amplification section.
This version (DPX) also has a digital out option that it’s currently not being used in our
studio setup.
API Channel Strip
The API Channel strip is a combination of API’s “greatest hits” in terms of the company’s
best preamp, compressor, and E: It has a 512 preamp, a 527 compressor, and a 550A
equalizer. This preamp is excellent on bass guitars, drums, or anything that requires
punch and a defined transient response. Note that the pad of this preamp, as in most
APIs, happen after the input stage and just before the output stage, this means that you
may have some saturation even if the pad is on and the gain is at its lowest setting. If
that occurs and it’s not intended, change to a mic of lower output or move the
microphone further away from the source.
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Avalon 737 Channel Trip
This preamp is another classic found in many studios. It’s a one stop solution for most
vocal recordings. The combination of our studio’s Neumann U87 AI with this classic tube
preamp is all that is required to get some excellent results very quickly.

Outboard Effects

The Recording Studio has some excellent EQs, Compressors and reverbs.
●
●
●

2 Empirical Labs EL-8 Distressors
8 SSL 511 EQs
1 Lexicon 300 Reverb

Empirical Labs Distressors
The Distressor is a stable of most recording studios because of its versatility. It’s a digitally
controlled analog compressor with the ability of replicating the sound and attack/release
characteristics of other classic compressors such as the Teletronix LA2A and UA 1176.
These two compressors can be used in mono, or they can be linked by selecting “link”. Its
settings and coloration options are fairly wide and could themselves be a document on its own!
8 SSL 511 EQs
These EQs are installed in the SSL XL Desk but also accessible separately through the
patchbay. They have two options: One in black, and one in brown. Both have slight sonic
characteristics.
Lexicon 300 Reverb
Another classic piece of equipment in our studio. This reverb is exceptionally diverse and it has
4 engines that can be connected differently. When changing settings on it, ensure that the
output is set to analog, otherwise it won’t reach the patchbay.

SSL XL Desk
The SSL XL Desk is a console of the 21st century. The only thing missing on it is automation, all
else fits perfectly into the realities of most project studios.
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Writing about the console could render its own document, but this section will look into its main
components and workflows to get yourself started.
Inputs
The console has 3 possible inputs on its first 8 channels, and 2 possible inputs on the remaining
16. The inputs are: Preamp(microphone), DAW, or direct inputs by patching it directly to the SSL
Inputs. The “DAW” button on each channel strip indicates that you want to take in the signal that
is coming out of the Digital to Analog converter (Orion) and using the preset I/O from your DAW.
At the back of the SSL, there are two input options that allow the user to route one DB-25
directly to the interface and another set of DB-25 to the patchbay. This way the user has a
“normalled” option of going straight to the computer with predetermined I/O options, or they may
patch manually through the patchbay.
The first 8 channels have Microphone inputs since they are preamps. Note that pressing “DAW”
when using the preamp of the console will make it so that you can use the preamp but the audio
going through the channel strip may or may not be the same signal that is going to that preamp.
In other words, the user may have a kick drum on the first VHD Preamp of the SSL, but then
want to use that channel strip for a Vocal track. In this scenario they would use the preamp but
also press “DAW” and make sure the output set on their DAW corresponds to the output that
goes to the SSL.
Outputs
The console has 4 main output options: One is the output to the 4 Stereo Mix Buses, another
one are 24 mono direct outputs which bypass faders, 2 Mono Auxes(per channel) and one
Stereo Cue (per channel). All of these can be accessed through the patchbay and patched so
that they are recorded in your DAW.
500 Series Processors (SSL 511 EQs)
One of the most interesting aspects of the SSL XL Desk is that it allows the user to attach their
own 500 series effects processors(or preamps) into the upper side of the console. The one we
have at Launchpad was purchased with 8 channels of SSL 511 EQs. When using the console
these are not always on, as is the case in most regular consoles, but they only become
activated into the channel strip when pressing the button “500”. Each of these 500 series units
are also accessible by patching, so they can be used separately from the rest of the console as
well! The console then becomes a 500 series Lunchbox as well!
Inserts
Inserts in this console are much like the inserts of other consoles. Users can patch in an
external effect, the Distressor, for example, into the channel of the console and bypassing it by
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leaving the “INS” button unpressed. Note: This insert button is entirely separate from the “500”
series insert, therefore you technically have 2 insert points in this console!
CHOP POST
Each channel has a “CHOP POST” Button that essentially means “post-fader”. By pressing this
button, the user outputs signal from that channel AFTER the fader level. This is particularly
useful if the user wants to record fader levels back into Pro Tools.
It is important that this button is pressed off in situations where the user wants to use the
console as a summing mixer. The user would output each channel of the DAW into the inputs of
the console so that the fader is entirely ignored and the summing is only a result of the audio
signal passing through the electronics of the console.
Normalled Connections
All 24 inputs from and 32 outputs from the console (24+4 Stereo Mix busses) are directly
connected to the inputs and outputs of the Orion. When the user patches a different preamp or a
different sound source into any of the “DAW” inputs, normalled connection from the console to
the DAW is broken and replaced by the connection that was patched.
In the patchbay print of the document there are arrows pointing down. They point to the
patchpoints that are normalled (already patched) into the connections below.
The console has a few of these normalled. For example, the AUX 1 and AUX 2 are normalled
into the inputs of the Lexicon 300, allowing the user to send signal to the reverb just by turning
the Aux 1 and 2 knobs up and down without needing to physically patch it.
Master Section
This console has 4 stereo Mix Busses. It also has the legendary SSL G-Bus compressor that
can be used with Mix A. Much like the other channels in the console, by pressing “COMP” the
SSL G-Bus compressor is engaged to compress the audio in Mix A.
For more information on the SSL XL-Desk, refer to the manual at:
https://www.solidstatelogic.com/assets/uploads/downloads/xl-desk/SSL-XL-Desk-Owners-Manu
al.pdf
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Microphones
We have a very diverse microphone locker located in the Recording Studio Live Room (key J is
required to access this). It has the following microphones:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1 Neumann U87 AI
2 AEA N22
6 Shure SM57s
1 Shure SM7b (now permanently located in Edit Suite 1)
2 Gefell M930
2 Neumann KM184
3 Sennheiser MD421
2 Sennheiser E614

Neumann U87 AI - 48v
A multipattern (cardioid, omni, figure 8) condenser microphone found in many recording studios.
It is excellent for vocals (specially pop and hip hop) as well as drum overheads and electric
guitar cabinet recordings.
AEA N22 - 48v
A modern active ribbon microphone similar to the Royer 122. Since it is active, it requires 48v to
work, contrary to most vintage ribbons. Even though it is a modern and sturdy ribbon, it is still a
ribbon afterall, so it requires care!
● Make sure a pop filter is placed in front of it when recording vocals, kick drum, or
anything that has flow of air.
● When putting it away, always put it on a jacket first
● Do to not lie it down with either side of the capsule point down.
Recommended uses: Electric guitar, drum overheads, strings.
Shure SM57
Classic dynamic microphones generally used on snare and electric guitar speakers.
Shure SM7b
A classic dynamic microphone great for vocals, narration, hi hat and guitar cabinet recording.
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Gefell M930 - 48v
These large diaphragm condenser microphones sound smooth and defined. They come with a
T-Bar allowing for easy ORTF, X & Y and A B recording techniques. They excel on strings, drum
overheads, and acoustic guitars.
Neumann KM184 - 48v
These small diaphragm condensers are modern classics. They are usually used on acoustic
guitars or drum overheads. They are a bit brighter than the previously mentioned Gefell.
Sennheiser MD421
Complementary to the SM57s are the MD421. These are also dynamic microphones that are
excellent for toms, bass guitars amps, and even vocals. They have a better low frequency
response and a smoother presence range than the SM57.
Sennheiser E614 - 48v
At least are these affordable small diaphragm condensers to complete the collection. They have
been shown efficiency at recording snare drums and overheads. Although they are mainly used
for live performance, they are also fairly decent for use in a recording session.

Monitoring

Headphone Monitoring / Cue
Our headphone monitoring system is centered around the Hear Technologies Hearback
Headphone System. It is a system of headphone amplification with CAT5/6 outputs to be
distributed between a maximum of 8 personal mixers. In our studio we currently have 4 of these,
but the system is able to support 8.
Each of these personal mixers have 8 inputs. Input 1-2 are stereo by default, while 3-4, 5-6 and
7-8 are mono or stereo if the “link” button is pressed. The headphone amp also includes a
limiter which we generally set to 0 (it only limits signal surpassing this level). At least, it has one
global volume knob so that the talent can control the loudness of the entire mix they are
creating. Each knob is under the control of the performer, so they can make their own personal
mix.
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How is audio sent to the Hearback Headphone System?
The signal flow is the following:
Output on DAW 25-26, 27-28, 29-30, 31-32 -> Patchbay DAW Output 25-32 (these can be
changed by just patching it differently) -> Hearback In 1-8 -> SR CR Patchbay CAT6
connections, patch from output 1-8 to desired studio destination.
● Remember to check if the Hear Back is on. It is easy to forget that the “brain” or
computer part of the unit is a separate entity with its own power supply.
● In terms of Cue Routing in the different DAWs available, refer to the next section where
Pro Tools I/O templates are explained in further detail.

Speaker Monitoring

Monitoring is entirely controlled by the SSL XL-Desk Console.
Monitoring sources can be:
● iJack: A ⅛ inch cable can be attached to which can be used to play audio from any
smart phone or computer.
● EXT: The external input connection that is available from the patchbay. We usually use
this one by default by patching DAW Out 1-2 into EXT in. The reason for this is that it
avoids conflicts between Out 1-2 from the DAW and channel 1-2 from the console. If Mix
A is used as the monitoring, then fader 1 and 2 always have to remain at 0 and be
panned left and right.
● Mix A: Every channel on the console that has “A” pressed will be played through this
output. This is the main output from each channel of the console. This monitor source
would be used in a scenario in which there is a full analog mix. In a DAW setup this is
not ideal since output 1-2 of the DAW conflicts with output 1-2 of the console, as
mentioned above. Note: This monitor source only plays channels that have “Mix A”
pressed in. Additionally, Mix B, C and D can also be “collapsed” or “summed” into this
Mix A by pressing “To A”.
Foldback and Talkback
F/B A and F/B B are talkback outputs for the engineer to talk to the talent on the other side of
the glass. The user can send the talkback signal to each of the Hear Back systems by patching
one of the F/B outputs into the inputs of “Hearback In”. As a standard, we tend to use input 8 for
this purpose.
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Note: The Talkback buttons are set up to latch, so don’t forget pressing it off when you’re
tracking!

DAWs and Computer Setup
We currently have Pro Tools, Logic Pro X and Ableton Live 10 on our studio computer.
The I/O setup of these DAWs is fairly straightforward.

Pro Tools
When using Pro Tools make sure the Playback Engine is “HDX” not “Orion HD”. As for the
“Clock Source” (cmd+2), it should be “SYNC HD”. Pro Tools will warn you that the clock is not
locked if it isn’t set up this way. If Pro Tools sends that warning, just press cmd+2 and change
the Clock Source to “SYNC HD”.
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As for the Clock Reference, as previously mentioned in this document, it should always be set
to “Video Reference”.

Pro Tools I/O
There are two I/O templates saved. One is titled “ARTSCAPE IO” and the other is called “SSL
Mixing Board IO”.
ARTSCAPE IO is for recording and all the inputs go from 1-32, while the outputs are 1-2. In this
setup you may patch DAW Out 1-2 in the patchbay into EXT IN and select EXT on the console’s
monitoring section. This allows the user to focus on what is being recorded without needing to
use the console faders.
SSL Mixing Board IO is mainly made for mixing in a scenario in which the track was already
recorded and a hybrid (plugins + analog) mix is being made with the SSL. In this type of setup
the outputs cascade from 1-32. This means that each channel on Pro Tools is routed to a
different channel of the SSL Console. Note that the console has 24 channels, therefore only 24
outputs to the console are possible. Outputs 25-32 should be used for bussing, such as Reverb
Sends and Mix Prints. In this I/O the Mix A-D are stereo inputs back into Pro Tools so the user
can record the stems and/or mixes they have created for each of the 4 stereo outs of the
console.
Note that the console also has Stereo sends and returns that the user is able to patch
manually through the console, this allows for 1 more stereo output from the console to
be used for many purposes.
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Logic Pro X
The settings in Logic are fairly straight forward. Input and Output devices need to be selected as
“AVID HDX”

Always leave “Core Audio” enabled. Apple computers use core audio for identifying audio
devices and drivers.
Note: After using Pro Tools and opening Logic it is fairly common that the sampling rate will be
set to a weird number such as “47.92 khz”. This means you will have to manually change the
Reference to “Video Reference” on the SYNC HD front panel. It’s as simple as clicking through
on the first button to the Left of the front panel until the light lights up on “Video Reference”.
Another issue that may arise is that AVID HDX doesn’t show up as an Input or Output Device at
all. In that case, open Audio Midi Setup and
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The I/O settings in Logic Pro are a lot more straightforward than that of Pro Tools since they are
very easy to change by right clicking on the track and changing the outputs and inputs. It is
because of this, and because the majority of engineers would not make a console mix with
Logic Pro, that we have not created an I/O template.
However, if the user desires to make a console analog mix on this DAW, the workflow would be
the same: Output from each track should be 1-24 and stereo recording of the mix should be
25-26, 27-28, 29-30, 31-32.
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Ableton Live
The Playback Engine/Device setup on Ableton is very similar to Logic:

The majority of users of Ableton Live will use the preamps and software straight into the
speakers without using the console as a part of the setup. It is possible to create multiple
outputs by activating them on the software. This setting is changed by going to Preferences >
Audio > Input or Output Config > Click on the inputs and/or outputs you would like to activate.
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What to do if AVID HDX is not being found by the computer?
If this occurs, please go to Audio Midi Setup and verify if AVID HDX appears. If it’s not showing
up it could be because:
● Pro Tools is running and the user needs to either open the session or quit.
● AVID HDX was disconnected on its own (it happens occasionally).
In this case, the user should turn off SYNC HD manually from the front panel and then
turn off the computer. This way the Sonnet Chassis that contains the Pro Tools HD cards
are also turned off (there is no separate switch on the Sonnet Chassis).
Audio Midi Setup should show the following if AVID SYNC HD and AVID HDX is recognized by
the computer:

Note: When Pro Tools is open and running AVID HDX will not show up on Audio Midi Setup, this
will only show up when other DAWs are being used or when no DAWs are open.
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